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Congratulations
on finishing your book!

It's a tremendous accomplishment to have a finished manuscript! 

Workaday Press is excited to join you as you enter the next stage of self-

publishing—layout and design—so you can hold a printed and bound copy 

of those words in your hands.

Over the next 4-6 weeks, we will work to typeset your files, create a unique 

visual identity for your project, set up your accounts, and make your title 

available to online retailers. After that, we'll make sure you have all the tools 

you need to manage your own accounts. 

These materials are designed to help you navigate both your relationship 

with Workaday Press and the earliest decisions you will need to make about 

how your finished book will look. They include information on the following:

 > Workaday Press;
 > the role of the book designer;
 > initial paperwork and payment options;
 > publishing options;
 > ISBNs and publication rights;
 > project details and format decisions; and
 > pricing and distribution options.

We look forward to partnering with you as you take these last steps before 

releasing your project into the world.

Kate Reynolds
Kate Reynolds 

Owner, Workaday Press
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PRE-PUBLICATION GUIDE
WORKADAY PRESS

ABOUT WORKADAY  
Workaday Press is the book design arm of Workaday Communications, led 
by Kate Reynolds. With two decades of publication design experience, Kate 
began designing books in 2016 and has helped more than 70 authors get their 
books ready for today's marketplace. Kate aims to make sure her clients feel 
their projects are valued and works to provide her clients with everything they 
will need to manage their projects after publication. 

THE DESIGNER'S ROLE 
The designer's primary role is the design of the client's book. The designer's 
secondary role is to provide administrative support for the self-publishing 
process. Specifically, this includes:

 > cover design;
 > interior typesetting;
 > digital conversion for eBook formats;
 > title setup on POD platform(s);
 > advice on format and pricing options;
 > uploads and publication to online marketplaces; 
 > final files for archival purposes; and
 > post-publication guidance for managing project(s) and account(s).

This does not include:

 > setup of platform accounts;
 > ISBN purchases;
 > physical printing of project(s);
 > ordering of author copies;
 > long-term monitoring or management of title(s); or
 > marketing of finished product(s). 
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PRE-PUBLICATION GUIDE
PAPERWORK + FINANCIAL INFORMATION

PAPERWORK

 >  MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT (MSA) 
All new clients will need to sign Workaday Communications' MSA. This is a measure of 
protection for both parties, intended to safeguard each of our investments in the final 
product. If you have any questions concerning the MSA, please ask! We want our clients 
to feel comfortable signing this agreement. Repeat clients do not need to sign this again.

 >  STATEMENT OF WORK (SOW) 
After completing the JotForm, all clients will receive a SOW detailing the full scope of a 
project and listing any fees that will be assessed for the project's completion. Both new 
and repeat clients will need to sign off on this document for work to begin.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

 >  INVOICES 
Most projects on a standard timeline will be sent two invoices, typically dividing the full 
fee amount into two equal installments. The first is due before a designer begins work on 
the project. The second is due before final files will be finalized and uploaded. 

 >  PAYMENT OPTIONS 
Payment can be made online with a credit card (each invoice has a "Pay Now" button 
that provides this option). Our credit card processing is managed by Square. If you are 
not comfortable with the online payment option, you can also mail a check (made out 
to "Workaday Communications") to:

Workaday Communications 
P.O. Box 795 
Mead, CO 80542
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PUBLISHING OPTIONS

WHAT IS PRINT-ON-DEMAND (POD)? 
POD platforms provide self-publishing authors with the ability to print and 
distribute their books to online marketplaces (both print and digital/eBook 
formats). Properly formatted files are uploaded to the platform(s) and then 
a digital press retrieves those files when the title is ordered through an online 
bookseller. The digital press prints each copy individually, removing the need 
to print and/or store a large order of copies up front. 

OUR PRINT-ON-DEMAND PLATFORMS 
Most of our clients chose one or a combination of these two platforms:

 >   AMAZON/KDP 
KDP is Amazon's self-publishing arm and is entirely free to use. It is a paperback-only 
digital printer that is a great economic choice for both authors and purchasers. It is 
highly recommended for books with black and white interiors. It is also the only option 
for publishing your title in the Kindle digital format. Distribution is available both to 
Amazon and to other online booksellers through exanded distribution options.

 >  INGRAM SPARK 
Ingram Spark provides options for publishing in multiple formats. Most authors have 
the option for either a free title setup ($49 value) or a free ISBN ($125 value). Authors can 
choose from paperback, hardcover, and digital eBook formats. This platform is highly 
recommended for books with color interiors and hardcover versions. Distribution is 
available to a wide network of online booksellers, including Amazon, Barnes & Noble, 
and the Apple iBookstore.

WHY DO YOU NEED TO SET UP YOUR OWN ACCOUNTS? 
For whatever platform(s) you choose, you will need to set up your own 
account(s) for the service. We require this for the following reasons:

 >  YOUR INFORMATION 
The information needed for account setup is yours! It is a lot of details that we won't 
be able to fill in for you (like for tax purposes). Setting it up yourself is the easiest way to 
ensure there won't be any paperwork hiccups when we're ready to hit "Publish". 

 >  YOUR SECURITY 
If you plan to use Ingram Spark, you will be required to put a credit card on file for any 
setup or change fees. We don't need this information! It's much safer for you to keep all 
of those numbers to yourself.

 >  YOUR ORIENTATION 
WIth the publication of your book, you will begin a long-term relationship with the 
POD platform(s) you have chosen. Setting up your own account is a great way to get to 
know the platform(s). It also gives plenty of time to become familiar with and ask any 
questions you might have before taking over management of your own account(s).
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ISBNS + PUBLICATION RIGHTS

WHAT IS AN ISBN? 
An ISBN is a unique identifying number given to a published book that allows 
it to be tracked for sales and usage purposes. Every format for a title needs its 
own ISBN—the one exception being Kindle's digital format.

HOW DO YOU GET AN ISBN? 
There are both free and paid options for ISBNs:

 >   FREE 
Both KDP and Ingram Spark provide free options for ISBNs. They appear with a POD- 
related publisher's name. Sometimes numbers tied to KDP or Ingram Spark are relegated 
to a lower postion in search listings. If you choose the free ISBN option on Ingram Spark, 
you cannot also use a promo code for free title setup.

 >  PAID 
ISBNs can be purchased and managed through Bowker's myidentifiers.com. If you want 
to control the publisher name on your listing, this is the option for you. If your title has 
multiple formats that require an ISBN or if you are planning more releases in the future, 
we recommend buying a bundle of ISBNs instead of purchasing them one at a time. 

PUBLICATION RIGHTS 
Copyright and intellectual property rights are important—they protect authors 
in many ways. It is necessary that you have exclusive rights to your work. If there 
might be a dispute with a former partner or another copyright holder over your 
book's content, we request you resolve such issues before proceeding. 

 >  HAVE YOU FINALIZED YOUR MANUSCRIPT? 
Before layout and design can proceed, it is important that you have taken the time 
needed to review and make any editorial changes, resolve any lingering misgivings, and 
proofread carefully for spelling and grammatical errors. These changes become more 
difficult to make once the manuscript has been formatted. Editorial changes to the 
manuscript after this point will result in additional charges and may delay your book's 
delivery to fulfillment platforms.

 >  WHY DO WE ASK ABOUT FUTURE INTENTIONS? 
On the JotForm, we ask whether you have any future intentions to publish your title on 
another platform. Knowing this information allows us to make sure you have everything 
you need to take your title elsewhere and can help us better advise you as to any missing 
pieces. Future intentions also sometimes affect distribution options, so we want to be 
able to help you navigate all of your options.

https://www.myidentifiers.com/identify-protect-your-book/isbn/buy-isbn
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PROJECT DETAILS + FORMAT OPTIONS

PROJECT DETAILS 
We want to know about your book! These details will help us as we design your 
book and as we set up your title for listing on your POD platform of choice. 

 >  WORD COUNT 
Word count naturally affects page count, which corresponds to pricing. Up to 75,000 
words are included in our common packages. Sometimes additional words are neces-
sary, however. When they are, we assess an overage fee for every 5,000 words.

 >  IMAGES 
Images are often a more complex element to incorporate into an interior. Information on 
the images used in your project will help us better know the scope of your project as well 
as allow us to help you know which POD platform will be best for your project.  

 >  TITLE INFORMATION 
Each project needs a title, an author, and a synopsis. All of these are important elements 
for designing the cover and also necessary for setting up your title on POD platforms. 
BISAC codes and keywords are also needed to appropriately categorize your book and 
make it searchable on an online bookseller.  
 

For a list of BISAC codes, click here.

 >  DESIRED ELEMENTS 
Do you have a vision for your cover? Do you have special formatting requests for the 
interior? Do you want to include endorsements from colleagues or other reviewers?  
Filling out this information on the JotForm will give us a better idea of what options will 
best fit your project and give us a good starting point for your project's design.

FORMAT OPTIONS

 >  FORMAT 
Formats currently available include paperback, laminated hardcover, hardcover with 
jacket/flaps, digital eBook format, and Kindle digital format.

 >  TRIM SIZE 
Most of our clients choose 6"x9" as their book size, but it's not always the right size for a 
project. If you're publishing a cookbook, a coffee table book or a novella, a different size 
will likely be a better fit. If you simply don't know, find some of your favorite books and 
hold them in your hands. Which size best fits how you want your project to feel?   
For current KDP size options, click here. For current Ingram Spark size options, click here. 

 >  PAGE + INK COLOR 
Black and white titles will have the option of either cream or white pages. Ink color is one 
of the greatest factors in your project's print cost. If you choose color ink, it means your 
entire project will be printed in color. Ingram Spark has multiple color ink options—we 
can help you decide which option is best for your project and desired listing price.

http://bisg.org/page/BISACEdition
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G201834180#trim
https://www.ingramspark.com/plan-your-book/print/trim-sizes
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PRICING AND DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS

Each POD platform will provide a minimum list price for your title(s) based 

upon the format, the ink color, and selected distribution options. List price 

should take into account both printing costs and hoped-for royalties. Let 

us know if you would like help determining the best list price for your title.

 > For information on KDP's printing costs, click here.
 > For information on Ingram Spark's printing costs, click here.

KDP | PRINT DISTRIBUTION 
By default, your print book will be available for sale on Amazon.com, Amazon 
Europe, and on your own author page/KDP eStore. You also have the option 
for "Expanded Distribution" to make your title available to:

 > LIBRARIES & ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

 >  KDP DIRECT   
Makes your book available to certified resellers through Amazon's wholesale website.

 >  BOOKSTORES AND ONLINE RETAILERS 
Makes your book available to online and offline retailers such as Barnes & Noble and to 
other book distributors.

 >  NOTE: If you choose expanded distribution, the minimum price of your title will in-
crease by about 50% to satisfy requirements for the above channels. 

KDP | KINDLE DISTRIBUTION 
By default, you choose to publish your eBook/Kindle book exclusively on KDP/
Amazon.com. This entitles you to a higher royalty of the list price of the Kindle 
book. This default also enrolls your book in KDP Select (for more information, 
click here). The Kindle format allows for lending. If you do not want your book 
to be loaned, you will want to opt out of KDP Select (as lending is required).

 >  DIGITAL RIGHTS MANAGEMENT (DRM)  
DRM is a setting you can apply to your Kindle eBook to prevents anyone who has the 
Kindle version of your book from freely sharing it with another user indefinitely. Some 
authors want to encourage readers to share their work(s) and opt out of DRM.  
 

NOTE: If you choose DRM, customers can still lend the book to other users and can 
also purchase the book from the Kindle store as a gift for another user. 
 

INGRAM SPARK | PRINT + EBOOK DISTRIBUTION 
Ingram Spark provides a wide variety of distribution options, including Ama-
zon, Barnes & Noble, and the Apple iBookstore. To see a current list of both 
print and digital distribution channels, click here.

https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G201834340
https://myaccount.ingramspark.com/Portal/Tools/ShippingCalculator
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/select
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G200652240
https://www.ingramspark.com/how-it-works/distribute

